In order to rank universities, rather than aggregating the indicators used by the Times Higher Education Supplement (THES) -using weightings which, though reasonable, are at the same time arbitrary and inflexible -one can compare universities in terms of dominance and hence deduce various partial or complete rankings. The resultant dominance ranking method is presented in this note. Data are recalled in Appendix 1. Appendix 2 provides full details of the dominance analysis for each university. From this analysis two listings are derived: (i) a front runners list consisting of 34 "nondominated" universities, (Table 4) and (ii) a (new) ranking of the 200 universities surveyed by the THES, based on their respective 'active-passive dominance' scores (Table 5 ). Concluding remarks bear on limits of the data and of the exercise. 
1. the 'Peer review' score (weight: 40%) 2. the 'Recruiters' review' score (weight: 10%) 3. the 'International faculty' score (weight: 5%) 4. the 'International students' score (weight: 5%) 5. the 'Faculty/students' score (weight: 20%) 6. the 'Citations/Faculty member' score (weight: 20%) I do not wish to discuss here whether these are the right criteria to use. The ranking of each university results from aggregating (according to an unfortunately unspecified formula) the (normalised) index numbers that represent the score of that university for each of the six criteria.
Data and the aggregated results are reproduced in Appendix 1.
To anyone with any degree of experience and knowledge of the role of the university sector in all societies today, the weights used in the aggregation are both meaningful and reasonable. Yet, one might differ on the question of whether 60% of the attention should really be devoted to faculty research and reputation (the sum of criteria 1 and 6), 30% to teaching and education (criteria 2 and 5), and 10% to international openness. And when we say 'SHOULD be devoted…', to whom are we referring: the university authorities, the faculty , the political authorities … or the analyst?
Whatever our reply, the obvious feature is that in surveys using fixed aggregation weights, they are the same for all universities: weights used are thus imposed from the outside and uniformly.
2 Or indicators. I will employ the two terms indiscriminately. Ranking universities: How to take better account of diversity.
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Henry Tulkens -April 2007 Yet it is surely the case that institutions, by the choice of their authorities, their members and/or their supporters, often take different approaches to the relative importance of teaching, research and international openness. They may have different objectives in these respects, and are therefore likely to diverge with regard to the emphasis they seek to place on each of these roles of the university. The fixed weights in question prevent us from recognising this legitimate diversity.
II -Comparing without weighting: the notion of dominance ranking (DR)
A simple remedy can be found for this inflexibility by proceeding as follows 4 : one can consider each university not in terms of the single aggregate number which we have just discussed, but directly in terms of the vector of six components which constitute the basic data in the survey. The point then will be to rank these vectors, rather than the scalars resulting from weighted totals. To do this, we need to come up with a ranking rule, which could be as follows:
-a university will be said to 'dominate' another if its six indicators are all greater than the other's.
Conversely,
-a university will be said to 'be dominated' by another if its six indicators are all less than the other's.
We will call the order between these two universities which results from this simple rule the 'dominance ranking'. It can be applied to any pair of universities.
Naturally, the reader will already be entertaining the following objection: what if, when two universities are compared, some indicators are higher in one and others are higher in the other?
The answer is that the rule does not allow them to be ranked relative to one another. This therefore implies that some pairs of universities will be 'rankable', while others will be 'unrankable', and thus, the ranking will not be complete, but will be partial. However, it will turn out that this does not matter for our present purposes since, as we will see, careful examination of the number of cases of dominance does in fact make it possible to rank the unrankables.
In the following Section III, we will confine ourselves to the rankable pairs -involving a preliminary sort-through of the mass of data which, due to its considerable size, is in any case difficult to keep under control. This will enable some initial relevant conclusions to be drawn.
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Section IV will then make use of these dominance results to generate the two announced lists of "front runners" and "complete ranking by active-passive dominance".
III -The procedure ('DR method') (1) Identification and analysis of dominance relations
Starting with the file containing the THES data (columns B to G in Appendix 1), we take the universities one after another and for each one we consider:
Step (i) Whether, anywhere in the file, there are one or more universities which are dominated by it when one applies the rule set out above. If so, a list of these dominated universities is drawn up. This is done in Appendix 2, where all the universities appear in alphabetical order (in bold font, with their indicators highlighted in red)
5 . An excerpt of that appendix is presented as Table 1 ).
Step (ii) Whether, anywhere in the file, there are one or more universities by which it is dominated when one applies the rule set out above. If so, a list of these dominant universities is drawn up.
In the example, pursuing with AMSTERDAM UNIVERSITY, there is a list of four universities Table 1 , top line) the number of universities (4) which thus dominate university k, in the present instance again, AMSTERDAM UNIVERSITY.
Ranking universities: How to take better account of diversity. The comparison is also informative: Amsterdam's profile of indicators can be seen as a configuration of pursued objectives, one which is in fact close to that of the other institutions whose profiles are highlighted, whether in yellow or in green: these institutions take a similar approach -but respectively less or more effectively-in terms of the mix of criteria they seek to satisfy.
In the same spirit, as far as the other universities are concerned, i.e. those which are not in the list of nine, one can interpret the fact that they neither dominate nor are dominated by AMSTERDAM by saying that they are doing different things: in respect of at least one of the criteria they are doing better, and in respect of at least one they are doing less well. We can say that they have different objectives, in the sense that, for the five criteria under consideration, they are focused more on some of them and less on others. It follows that, in examining its position,
Amsterdam may legitimately ignore these other cases and focus its attention on those universities which, with the same configuration of objectives, are indisputably doing better than it. Ranking universities: How to take better account of diversity.
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To illustrate this point, let us look in Tables 2 and 3 Table 2   Table 3 * * * The use of alphabetical order in the table in Appendix 2 prevents us from taking the comparisons very far. Instead, it is by making further use of the notion of dominance that we can derive from it the two types of lists which follow.
(2) The front runners list: the non-dominated universities
The principle of ranking by dominance implies the possibility that for one (or more) universities, step (ii) of the procedure be such that no university dominates it. This was the case, for example, with GENEVA UNIVERSITY that we just considered. There are many other universities in this situation: 34 in the THES 2006 data set. They are collected in Table 4 .
Here, we might be said to be at the top in the dominance sense, as for each of these universities, no other university does better in every respect. In my view, this list is an accurate list of the best universities, which recognises diversity independently of weighting of criteria.
The list is NOT a ranking; it is rather an excerpt of units in the data set that meet the "non domination" criterion. As there are many, they are presented here in alphabetical order.
Two sub-groups are singled out, however:
-firstly, at the top of the table, those universities which are characterised by the fact that one of their indicators is the highest in its category (100 in the present case, due to the normalisation). If a university has the maximum score for one indicator it logically follows that it will be nondominated overall. A typical case is the LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS, which is nondominated because scoring 100 in international students indicator -although it only scores '1' for the citations indicator 6 ;
-secondly, the bottom of the table groups together seven universities which we will call 'nondominated by default': they are not dominated, but nor do they dominate any other university.
In a sense, they are therefore sui generis 7 .
The other universities on this list, without being the best of all for any of the six criteria taken individually, are all characterised by the fact that no university outdoes them in all six criteria. 6 A hardly believable figure. It was also only 1 in 2005 and 6 in 2004… There must be a problem with the way in which citations for works in the social sciences are recorded. Note that an implication is that LSE can only dominate institutions which also perform very poorly in citations. The table shows that there are just 9 of them. This will severely affect the ranking constructed in Table 5 below. A similar surprises affects PARIS IV SORBONNE… 7 The fact that there are three Dutch universities in this group (and LEIDEN is very close to it) raises questions which I feel hard to answer.
Ranking universities: How to take better account of diversity. Ranking universities: How to take better account of diversity.
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Another way of presenting the results of the dominance analysis contained in Appendix 2 is inspired by the idea that if one university dominates another, it can serve as a 'model' for it. And if one university dominates several others, it can serve as a model for them all -an additional merit.
On that basis the entire group of universities surveyed in Appendix 2 can be ranked, as is done in Table 5 : here, the 200 universities are listed in decreasing order of their IAD indexes, i.e. the number of universities each university dominates); and at the point where this index reaches zero, the ranking continues in increasing order of the IPD indexes, that is, on the basis of the number of universities by which each university is dominated). I call this the "active-passive (A-P) dominance ranking".
I believe this ranking is the most reasonable and the most justified one, due to its resting on the hardly disputable notion of "domination", and to the corollary of model roles that it invites to give to dominating universities vis-à-vis the dominated ones.
It is interesting to note that on this basis, it becomes possible to rank the unrankables, such as, for instance, the non-dominated universities of Table 4 . It will be seen that, as a result, the somewhat dubious cases of 'dominance by default' 8 , as well as of dominance by maximum score in a single criterion 9 are moved to possibly quite different positions.
Note also that about half of the total, i.e. the bottom part of 
V -Concluding remarks (1) The exclusively ordinal numerical values of the indicators
The data published by the THES are numbers resulting from various forms of 'normalisation'.
While this preserves the order of the data, it removes much of their significance from the resultant absolute figures.
This point is particularly important for what we are considering here. It means that, in our evaluations of dominance using those figures, we are evaluating relative performance, in terms of ranking only, and not absolute performance, in terms of what has actually been accomplished.
Yet if we wish to draw inspiration from these studies to define a policy, we will find it hard to accept that the fundamental objective should relate to the institution's position relative to others, rather than the actual substance, in absolute figures, of what it does: in the case of the citations criterion, for example, the goal is not to generate more academic citations than the rest, but to Henry Tulkens -April 2007 generate citations! Unfortunately, the data published by the THES do not make it possible to get back to the absolute data.
(2) Ignorance of the resources
The THES rankings take no account of the resources used and/or available to achieve what is being measured. But Harvard has income at its disposal from an endowment worth several billion dollars, not to mention other sources. What does it mean to compare its performance with that of institutions which lack such resources? We are measuring outcomes of activity -outputs, blithely ignoring inputs, contrary to basic realities of production … although what we are considering is an instance of production -production of services in this case.
The answer to such a consideration is simply that the rankings we are dealing with are NOT measures of efficiency (a term whose full meaning is one that bears on the relation between outputs and inputs) --they are instead just rankings of the outputs only, that is, of the achievements, irrespective of how they are obtained. To evaluate efficiency, with data available on resources, dominance analysis could similarly be used, as was done elsewhere 11 under the name of "efficiency dominance analysis". 
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